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Abstract. The “Ripple Down Rules (RDR)” Method is a promising approach to di-
rectly acquiring and encoding knowledge from human experts. It requires data to be
supplied incrementally to the knowledge base being constructed, each new piece of
knowledge being added as an exception to the existing knowledge base. Because of this
patching principle, the knowledge acquired depends strongly on what is given as the
default knowledge, used as an implicit outcome when inference fails.
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1. Introduction

An implicit assumption of the development of knowledge-based systems is that
the expert knowledge is stable and that it is worth investing into knowledge ac-
quisition (KA) from human experts. However, the rapid innovation in technology
in recent years makes existing knowledge out-of-date very soon and requires fre-
quent updates. We should now think of expertise not as static but as dynamic in
many real world problems. In addition, the advancement of worldwide networks
such as the Internet has changed computer usage drastically. It is now possi-
ble that many users have access to a single knowledge-based system through a
network [11], and further, the need arises for multiple experts to supply knowl-
edge continuously through the same network without knowing exactly how the
knowledge base has evolved.

2. Ripple Down Rules Revisited

Ripple Down Rules (RDR) is a knowledge acquisition technique that challenges
the KA bottleneck problem by allowing rapid development of knowledge bases
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Fig. 1. Knowledge structure of Ripple Down Rules

by human experts without the need for analysis or intervention by a knowledge
engineer. From long experience of knowledge-based systems development [2], it
is clear that human experts are not good at providing information on how they
reach conclusions, rather they can justify that their conclusions are correct [3, 5].
The basis of RDR is the maintenance and retrieval of cases. In this sense, RDR
can be thought of as a special instance of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [12],
which is normally regarded as a method of machine learning.

The tree structure of an RDR Knowledge Base (RDR KB) is shown in Fig-
ure 1.(a). Each node in the binary tree is a rule with a desired conclusion. Each
node has a cornerstone case associated with it, that is, the case that prompted
the inclusion of the rule. The classification (conclusion) comes from the last rule
whose condition was satisfied by the current case. The knowledge acquisition
process in RDR is illustrated in Figure 1.(b). To add a new rule into the tree
structure, it is necessary to identify the conditions of the rule as well as its
location.

3. Default Knowledge in the Ripple Down Rules method

The rule at the root node in an RDR KB, which is represented by a binary tree,
is special. Its condition part is empty (this means that it is satisfied by any case)
and its consequence is a special conclusion called the “default class”. Here, the
default class means a tacit conclusion for a current case when no other conclusion
of the case is derived from the knowledge base.

4. Experimental Design

4.1. Objective

In previous research on RDR, it was common for the majority class in the domain
to be assumed as the default class [10]. The majority class in the domain means
the class of the most frequent cases in the data set. This looks natural because we
only need to acquire rules (knowledge) for other (minority) classes as exceptions
to the default class and subsequent refinement rules for the default class. The
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Table 1. Summary of 17 data sets
Name # of Cases # of Classes Attribute type # of Attributes
Car 1728 4 Nom.∗ 6
Tic-Tac-Toe 958 2 Nom. 9
Nursery 12960 5 Nom. 8
Connect-4 16889† 3 Nom. 42
Mushroom 8124 2 Nom. 22
Titanic 2201 2 Nom. 3
Ann-thyroid 7200 3 Mixed∗∗∗ 15/6
Pendigits 10992 10 Num.∗∗ 16
Iris 150 3 Num. 4
Page-block 5473 5 Num. 10
Optdigits 5620 10 Num. 64
Yeast 1484 10 Num. 8
Waveform 5000 3 Num. 21
Image 2310 7 Num. 19
Cmc 1473 3 Mixed 7/2
German 1000 2 Mixed 13/7
Shuttle 14500 7 Num. 9

∗ Nominal attribute. ∗∗ Numerical attribute. ∗∗∗ This data set has two kinds
of attributes: nominal attribute / numerical attribute. † This data set con-
sists of 25% cases which are selected form the whole 67557 cases by random
sampling.

size of the knowledge base is expected to be compact. But is this really the case?
The objective of this paper is to answer this question. The fact that a class
is the majority class doesn’t necessarily mean that it is easy to describe and
characterize that class.

4.2. Experimental Setting

We have carefully designed experiments and conducted parametric studies using
different data sets. RDR requires human expertise. Since we don’t have expertise
on the data sets we use, we instead use a simulated expert [6] as a replacement.
A simulated expert has a knowledge base constructed by a computer program
and is one kind of expert system. For each default class used, we evaluate the
classification accuracy and the knowledge base size with different noise levels and
different training data size. The results are compared with respect to different
values of these parameters and with a machine learning method.

1) Data Sets We have selected 16 data sets from University of Califor-
nia Irvine Data Repository [1] and 1 data set from University of Toronto Data
Repository [23]. Of these, 7 data sets have all nominal attributes, 7 data sets all
numerical attributes and 3 data sets mixed attributes (see Table 1).

2) Machine learning method The RDR KB is compared with the knowl-
edge base built separately using the standard machine learning method C4.5 [18].

3) Simulated expert As a simulated expert, we also use C4.5 [18]. We run
C4.5 with the default setting, using the entire data for each noise level and for
each data set. This is the maximum attainable performance that can be induced
from the given data and we use this as the knowledge (expertise) of an expert.
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Here again, we use the induction rule set (c4.5rules). C4.5 derives the rule set
from the decision tree in the following way.

A human expert checks the output of the RDR system, and when the conclu-
sion is wrong, she generates a new rule by selecting conditions from the difference
list. The simulated expert acts in exactly the same way and selects conditions
from the difference list. To imitate human expert behavior, all the elements in
the intersection between the conditions of the rule for which the case applies (ex-
pert knowledge) and the difference list are selected, although it is true that RDR
eventually constructs a correct tree by selecting only one condition from the in-
tersection. It should not be expected, however, that the simulated expert would
perform better than a real human expert. When there is noise, the simulated
expert may misclassify some cases. In this case we use the incorrect classification
by the simulated expert as the conclusion of a human expert. It is also noted
that the simulated expert has a slight error rate even when the data is noise-free.
This is because the pruning is made in C4.5.

4) Noise handling Noise handling is different for nominal attributes and
numerical attributes. For nominal attributes, the feature values are changed ran-
domly to other alternatives with a specified fraction (noise level).

5) Data preparation Since RDR accepts data incrementally, the order
of incoming data affects the performance. The whole data for each domain is
reordered by random sampling and ten different data sets are generated to cancel
out this ordering effect. For each data set of a fixed order, the first 75% of the
data is taken as training data and the remaining 25% of the data as test data.

6) Accuracy The predicted error rate is used as a measure of accuracy. It
is the average of the error rates for the remaining 25% data of the ten data sets,
each with a different ordering.

7) Size of knowledge base The size of the knowledge base is defined as
the sum of nodes in RDR binary tree and the number of induction rules in C4.5.
This is in favor of C4.5 because the number of conditions in one rule of C4.5 is
normally larger than the number of conditions in one node of RDR tree.

4.3. Methods to calculate Description Length

DL reflects both induction rules and cases misclassified by the simulated expert
for each class. The value of this DL is calculated as the sum of the coding cost for
induction rules and that for misclassified cases. We devised three coding methods
that are explained below. Each of them is based on a slightly different view but
has a clear meaning. They are entirely different from the coding method used in
C4.5, which seems to use a coding based on empirical evidence.

1) DL by permutation based coding

The number of bits required to specify the induction rules for a certain class
is calculated by

RuleBits =
N∑

i=1

⎧⎨
⎩log2(AttNum) +

Mi∑
j=1

CondBits(i, j)

⎫⎬
⎭ , (1)
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where N is the total number of the induction rules, Mi is the number of condi-
tions in the i-th induction rule, CondBits(i, j) is the number of bits required to
specify the j-th condition of the i-th induction rule and AttNum is the number
of attributes in the problem domain. The term log2(AttNum) represents the
number of bits required to specify the number of conditions (Mi) of the i-th
induction rule. CondBits(i, j) is calculated separately depending on the type of
attributes.

a) Discrete attributes

CondBits(i, j) = log2(AttNum − j + 1) + log2(V alueNum(i, j)), (2)

where V alueNum(i, j) is the number of discrete attribute values of the j-th
condition of the i-th induction rule. The first term represents the number of
bits required to specify the attribute of the j-th condition (the first condition
has AttNum choices, the second AttNum−1, thus the j-th AttNum− j +1).
The second term represents the number of bits required to specify the attribute
value of the j-th condition (there are V alueNum(i, j) choices).

b) Continuous attributes
We assume that the inequalities used in the conditions of the continuous at-
tributes are restricted to only two types, because the induction rules given
from the decision tree in C4.5 have only two inequalities (“≤”, “>”).

CondBits(i, j) = log2(AttNum−j+1)+log2(2)+log2(CutOff(i, j)),(3)

where CutOff(i, j) represents the number of boundaries for discretization
of the continuous attribute of the j-th condition of the i-th induction rule.
The first term is the number of bits required to specify the attribute of the
condition. The second term represents the number of bits required to specify
the type of the inequalities and the third term represents the number of bits
required to specify the boundary of the continuous attribute of the condition.

The number of bits required to specify the misclassified cases is

ExceptionBits =

log2

(r

2
+ 1

)
+log2

((
r
fp

))
+log2

(
n − r

2
+ 1

)
+log2

((
n − r
fn

))
,(4)

where the induction rules cover r cases out of the total n cases with fp false
positives and fn false negatives. The first term represents the number of bits
required to describe fp (the number of errors is less than half of r). The second
term represents the number of bits required to specify the false positive cases
among r cases covered by the induction rules. The third term represents the
number of bits required to describe fn and the fourth term the number of bits
required to specify the false negative cases among n − r cases which are not
covered by the induction rules.

It is difficult to judge which encoding method is the best of the three for
deciding the default class. Note that it is always possible to devise a longer
encoding. All of the above three give a good and efficient coding length and the
results shown later indicate that all are good candidates.
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Table 2. Car Evaluation Database
Class unacc acc good vgood

Number of cases 1210 384 69 65
Simulated Number of induction rules 11 53 15 15
Expert Number of misclassified cases 33 56 33 15

Description length (bits)∗∗ 254.9 688.4 265.9 226.6
Accuracy∗ 3.5 2.9 3.8 3.7

RDR Acquisition speed∗ 11.5 6.4 11.3 12.5
Size of knowledge base∗ 89.1 41.9 84.3 97.3

∗ Both the accuracy (%) and the size are evaluated at 75% of the total data
seen. The Acquisition speed is the accuracy at 20% of the total data seen.
∗∗ The calculation of this DL is based on “3)DL by combination-based coding”
in section 4.3

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Characterization of Default Class

We show only the detailed results of the data set “Car” out of the 17 data sets
and the summary results of the whole data sets. The “Car” data set gives a
typical result.

Table 2 summarizes the data characteristics and the main results. This data
set has 6 nominal attributes and 4 classifications which are unacc (unacceptable),
acc (acceptable), good and vgood (very good). The first three rows are 1) the
number of cases for each class (total of 1728 cases showing that unacc is the
majority class), 2) the number of induction rules for each class that was derived
by c4.5rules 1, and 3) the number of cases misclassified by the simulated expert
C4.5 for each class.

5.2. A Decision Criterion for Default Knowledge

From the observations in section 5.1, we can conjecture that the more induction
rules are required to describe a certain class and the more cases are misclassified
by the simulated expert for the class, the faster the acquisition speed of RDR
is and the smaller the size of RDR knowledge base is when this class is used
as the default class. By having a class that requires more induction rules to
describe itself as the default class, we can avoid adding these rules later in the
knowledge acquisition process. Likewise by having a class for which there are
more cases misclassified by the simulated expert, the refinement rules within the
other classes can be more error free.

Although the results in Tables 3 and ?? are not as good as we hoped (only
71%), in terms of the difference of different coding methods all three are good
enough and there is no clear difference among the three. We thus adopt method
3) DL by combination-based coding to evaluate the best default class.

Figures ?? and ?? show the relation between the accuracy and the description
lengths of the four RDRs for three different noise levels: 0%,10% and 20% at the
point where the first 20% and 50% of data are seen respectively in the “Car”
data set. This is to see the effect of noise both at an earlier stage of knowledge

1 This corresponds to the simulated expert knowledge for the class.
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Table 3. Comparison of the Results by the three Coding Methods (without noise)
Coding Accuracy Speed KB size
Method MaxDL ≤30% MaxDL ≤30% MaxDL ≤30% Summary
“Permutation” 14/17 14/17 15/17 15/17 11/17 12/17 11/17
“Power” 13/17 13/17 15/17 15/17 12/17 13/17 11/17
“Combination” 14/17 14/17 15/17 15/17 12/17 13/17 12/17

“MaxDL”： The numerator shows the number of data sets for which Max. DL gives
the best performance for the item in the top row (i.e., Accuracy, Speed and KB size).
“≤30%”： The numerator shows the number of data sets for which Max. DL class ranks
within the top 30% for the item in the top row. “Summary”： The numerator shows the
number of data sets for which Max. DL class ranks within the top 30% for all the items
in the top row.

acquisition where the system has not yet seen enough data and a later stage
where the system’s performance is approaching to the equilibrium. It is observed
that the error rates get smaller as more data are seen for all noise levels and for
all default classes, and the error rates of all four RDRs become higher as the
data set becomes noisier. However, RDR which has the default class with the
maximum description length has the best accuracy of the four RDRs for most
of the different noise levels. The same results are obtained for the other data
sets. We can conclude that RDR with the default class which has the maximum
description length has good accuracy even when there is noise in the data set.

How good is the majority class as a default? For the results of noiseless data
sets, there are 8 data sets for which the Max. DL principle results in the majority
default class. There are 6 data sets for which the overall performance is best if
the majority class is used as the default. The corresponding number is 12 if the
Max. DL principle is used to select the default class. There are only 6 data sets
among these 12 for which the best default matches the majority class. Table ??
compares the performance difference between the Max. DL default class and the
majority default class. For these data sets for which the Max. DL class is not
the same as the majority class, the average error rate of the former is about
80% smaller than that of the latter. It is evident that the majority class is not
necessarily the best default class.

So far we have assumed that it is possible to calculate DL. In order to calculate
DL, we need to have a rule set and its error rate, which requires enough data to
have been accumulated. Thus, we have conducted additional evaluation where
we estimated the description length (by the combination based coding) when
only the first 10% of the data is seen. The result indicates that the relative
values of the description length can be estimated well by using a small fraction
of data. The number of cases where the correct default class was predicted was
11 out of 17 data sets. However, the default classes for these 11 data sets are not
necessarily a subset of those for the 12 data sets for which DL is evaluated when
100% data is seen. Two data sets that were “Yes” in summary with 100% data
became “No” (the number of data for these two data sets is small (10% is less
than 100) to estimate DL) and one data set that was “No” became “Yes” (this
is by chance). This means that we only need wait until a small amount of data
is accumulated before initiating knowledge acquisition using the RDR method
to construct a high performance knowledge base.
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5.3. Confirming the Generality of the Decision Criterion

In the previous sections we made the assumption that the knowledge of the expert
has a small description length, i.e., following Occam’s razor, or the minimum
description length principle, and showed that the maximum description length
principle (Max. DLP) is a good criterion for selecting the best default knowledge
in RDR. We confirm that our criterion is indeed a good criterion, even when the
knowledge of the expert is poor (i.e., it’s description length is not minimum),
by performing additional experiments. In order to simulate this factor, we take
a rule set that has a maximum DL instead of the minimum DL in C4.5. This
normally selects a rule set that is unbalanced between the coding length of rules
and misclassified cases, with more emphasis on the latter because of the weighting
factor. We repeated the experiment for the same noiseless data sets mentioned
in section 4.2 using poor expert knowledge. DL that was used to select the best
default class was evaluated by combination based coding.

Results of this experiment are shown in Table ??. The Max. DL default
class is the best default class for 10 out of 16 data sets in overall evaluation.
Interestingly, it coincides with the best default class for all of the 16 data sets in
terms of “Accuracy” and “Speed”. It should be noted that “Yes” here is relative
to the alternative default classes and the accuracy attained is of course lower
than, in cases where good expert knowledge is used.

6. Discussions

Application of Max. DL criterion to human expert knowledge

We have evaluated RDR using a simulated expert that is a computer program
based on a machine learning technique instead of a human expert. Therefore,
the application of Max. DL principle is straightforward. However, it is not self-
evident how to apply this principle to human-expert knowledge. As RDR is
a methodology for acquiring useful knowledge from the vague and disordered
knowledge of a human expert by forcing him/her to be placed in a specific
context, it may not be the case that the expert can estimate the coding length
of the knowledge and the number of misclassified cases in advance. However,
there must be some difference in certainty or confidence for the knowledge which
the expert has for each class, and the result in the previous section shows that
it is better to use the least easily describable class, and the class the expert is
least confident about, as the default class in RDR. This doesn’t necessarily mean
using the majority class.

Minimum Description Length Principle

Occam’s razor, or minimizing the description length, is the normal practice
for selecting the most plausible of many alternatives. What we propose here is
its reverse and may look contradictory, but it is not. Our Max. DL principle
applies to choosing the best default class, and by choosing the best default class,
the total description length of the RDR becomes the smallest. How small it is
depends on how good the expert knowledge is.
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7. Conclusion

This paper describes experimental results about the effect which the selection of
default knowledge and the amount of noise in data have on the performance of
RDR, which is a knowledge acquisition technique which dispenses with the need
for analysis or intervention by a knowledge engineer. Because of the patching
principle in RDR, the knowledge acquired strongly depends on what is given as
the default knowledge.

The above characteristics of RDR will be useful in building a knowledge-
based system which assumes a network environment, where multiple users and
experts interact with each other through the computer network. Acquiring or
updating knowledge from multiple experts in a network environment is a new
challenge.
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A. Description length used in C4.5

Calculate the frequency pij of the j-th attribute value of the i-th attribute Atti
for all cases, and then calculate the following equation for each attribute Atti(i =
1, ..., M).

BranchBits(Atti) =
Num of Atti values∑

j=1

{−pij log2 pij} (5)

Sum them over all attributes.

SumBranches =
M∑
i=1

BranchBits(Atti) (6)

Calculate the value called AttT estBits.

AttT estBits = −
M∑
i=1

{
BranchBits(Atti)

SumBranches
log2

BranchBits(Atti)
SumBranches

}
(7)

The number of bits required to encode the j-th condition of the r-th induction
rule is calculated by

CondBits(r, j) =
AttT estBits

REDUNDANCY
+ BranchBits(Att(r, j)), (8)

where Att(r, j) represents the attribute of the j-th condition of the r-th induction
rule and REDUNDANCY is the inverse ratio of the actually used attributes.
The number of bits required to encode the condition part of the r-th induction
rule is calculated by

Bits(r) =
Mr∑
j=1

CondBits(r, j) + log2(Mr) − log2(Mr!), (9)

where Mr is the number of conditions in the r-th induction rule. Then, the num-
ber of bits required to encode N induction rules for a certain class is calculated
by

RuleBits =
N∑

r=1

⎧⎨
⎩

Mr∑
j=1

CondBits(r, j) + log2(Mr) − log2(Mr!)

⎫⎬
⎭ − log2(N !). (10)

The number of bits required to encode the misclassified cases is

ExceptionBits = log2

((
r
fp

))
+ log2

((
n − r
fn

))
, (11)

where the rules cover r of the n training cases with fp false positives and fn
false negatives. Here, a weighting factor of 0.5 is used for the former because it
is known that the rule-coding length as defined in the above equation is overes-
timated. This value is the default setting in C4.5.
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